Difference in clinical implications of CD4 counts among HIV-infected homosexual men and injection drug using men and women.
While the relationship between CD4 counts and clinical symptoms is well established among homosexual men, the same is not true for injection drug using men and women (IDUM and IDUW). In this paper we investigate whether CD4 counts have the same clinical implications for IDUM and IDUW as for homosexual men. We estimated the CD4 counts at which 50 per cent of the HIV-infected but AIDS-free population has AIDS related complex (ARC) based on three biannually measured CD4 counts. The analyses involve interval, right and left censored threshold data. We took the parametric approach, assuming that the threshold values for ARC arise from a family of distributions that includes symmetric, left or right skewed distributions, in which the logistic and extreme value distributions are embedded as special cases. The resulting estimates of median thresholds of CD4 counts for ARC were 249, 424 and 755 for homosexual men, IDUM, and IDUW, respectively. The results were robust with respect to the assumptions on the underlying distribution.